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Genius Group Announces AI Educator
Suite with OpenAI GPT-3 & GPT-4 Genie
Integration
SINGAPORE, Feb. 08, 2023 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Genius Group Limited (NYSE
American: GNS) (“Genius Group” or the “Company”), a leading entrepreneur edtech and
education group, announces today the launch of its Genius AI Educator Suite, combining the
AI capabilities of OpenAI’s GPT-3 and upcoming GPT-4 with the AI capabilities of
Salesforce’s Einstein AI to power Genius Group’s AI Genie Virtual Assistant on the
Company’s Edtech platform, GeniusU.

The Genius AI Educator Suite will enable GeniusU’s 12,500 partners to:

Provide personalized pathways for students based on their talents, passions, purpose
and interests, linked to their assessment results and course progress.
Enable educators to combine their expertise with AI generated content to develop their
student pathways on GeniusU to ensure constantly updated, current curriculum.
Link progress data volunteered by students and captured by GeniusU’s Salesforce
Einstein AI with GPT-3 & GPT-4’s conversational chatbot and GeniusU’s Genie to
develop ‘Personal AI’, where the AI becomes personalized to support each individual
student’s lifelong learning journey.

The Genius AI Educator Suite will be launched at the Lifelong Learning Summit on March 2-
3, 2023, with an expected 20,000 partners and students attending.

There will also be a preview at the Genius Group Investor Meeting on February 15, 2023, at
4:15 p.m. EST / 5:15 a.m. SGT. The Investor Meeting will livestream the investor call on
YouTube on the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEjFVU-pIG4

Saranjit Sangar, CEO of GeniusU is leading the tech development initiative and said “Genius
Group’s AI Genie has been the central feature of GeniusU since Day One. We have been at
the forefront of AI developments and our team has been utilizing GPT-3 for content and
development since its launch. With the launch of the Genius AI Educator Suite, we will now
be putting advanced AI tools into the hands of our educators.”

“We have enjoyed a long-term relationship with Salesforce, who has highlighted GeniusU as
a partnership success story on numerous occasions. Through our ESquare primary and high
school, we have also had a long-term partnership with Microsoft through their Imagine
Academy Program, teaching students tech and robotics skills. With their support of OpenAI
and other AI initiatives, we are excited to now be combining the cutting-edge progress of
both companies in advancing the future of AI through APIs that can directly power our AI
Genie Virtual Assistant.”

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ne5mfqsjTd2RsNuDCL5cOExVUl9BMCuQVKNzHHEaxfNAAwgrx4Alj_8CM0lLNg3dNyuIseX_nnyOZeZAz-KH5nQITdoP6P4Pzy6RkQvrr6w=
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=vtMK8Xa38jtNHsLomLnoysmbMx1iUTaJLPJm93j_F_XcJtsKUb5KPdwovydYNb3ywTCvYBxKaVd25RkcUq7Byv9MdiGAfH2zYr0ZGmTojUYJuX59_6j78vQpYNUL146ATBPlI9BokIaKTpRnB8aAFC7AyKpTEchWOLiGQEF8BNkoHBJHfs6Ya8ojLwml_AUWwV9PWy1swwo66Qq50hMrxkV21PFHVKs7Fsb65r-HggDrAA0wCucvmt-5asP6XJS0uWcDQo3IpiqYZysafnD2xJkVYS248gNmxW639ns3XNlENiu0fz7K9yGOGWfizfCpow6_rLpnTtTcLPuHRTyvhDpljwX7TmhlXUAziqFW4jA=


Roger Hamilton, CEO of Genius Group, added “When we launched Genius Group, we
anticipated a day when AI would enable our vision of a personalized, lifelong learning
journey guided by a Genie virtual assistant that could direct us to the best next thing to learn,
best next person to meet and the best next action to take. Several weeks ago Nisha
Talagala declared in Forbes magazine ‘2023 will be the year of AI Education’. We believe
she is right, and the future is arriving ahead of schedule.”

“What we believe makes our strategy stand out in the Edtech market is in the concept of
‘Personal AI’ Any user of ChatGPT today, which is powered by OpenAI’s GPT-3, will know
that while the conversation is impressive, ChatGPT does not know your name, where you
live, what you want to learn or what you want to achieve. By combining the personal data
that students volunteer to us through our quizzes and assessments, with conversational chat
and access to all knowledge on the Internet, each student can have their own personal
assistant who will know how to answer a question like ‘Who should I meet when I’m in New
York?’ or ‘What’s the best job or business that would suit me?’ or ‘Who should I hire as my
COO?’”

“While this will not occur overnight, our Genius AI Educator Suite is our next important step
forward. The landscape is moving fast, and we don’t think anyone will be talking about GPT-
3 a year from now, as it is scheduled to be replaced by GPT-4. We’re committed to keep up
with this exponential growth in what we believe will be an education revolution,” added
Hamilton.

When asked how AI will impact education, ChatGPT, powered by GPT-3, replied:

“Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the potential to revolutionize the education sector in several
ways:

1. Personalized learning: AI can analyze individual student data and provide personalized
recommendations for learning, helping students learn at their own pace.

2. Automated grading and feedback: AI algorithms can grade assignments and provide
feedback to students in real-time, allowing teachers to spend more time on other tasks.

3. Interactive virtual tutors: AI-powered virtual tutors can interact with students and
provide personalized feedback, making learning more engaging and effective.

4. Improved accessibility: AI-powered technologies can make education more accessible
to students with disabilities, helping to bridge the digital divide.

5. Enhanced research: AI can assist educators and researchers in analyzing large
datasets, making it easier to identify patterns and draw insights that can inform
teaching and learning.

Overall, AI has the potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of education while
also making it more accessible and engaging for students.”

About Genius Group

Genius Group is a world leading entrepreneur Edtech and education group, with a mission to
disrupt the current education model with a student-centered, life-long learning curriculum that
prepares students with the leadership, entrepreneurial and life skills to succeed in today’s
market. The group has a group user base of 4.3 million users in 200 countries, ranging from
ages 0 to 100.



Genius Group has identified five technology growth drivers of which AI is one:

Investor Notice 

Investing in our securities involves a high degree of risk. Before making an investment
decision, you should carefully consider the risks, uncertainties and forward-looking
statements described in our most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F for the fiscal year
ended December 31, 2021, filed with the SEC on May 13, 2022. If any of these risks were to
occur, our business, financial condition or results of operations would likely suffer. In that
event, the value of our securities could decline, and you could lose part or all of your
investment. The risks and uncertainties we describe are not the only ones facing us.
Additional risks not presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial may also
impair our business operations. In addition, our past financial performance may not be a
reliable indicator of future performance, and historical trends should not be used to
anticipate results in the future. See "Forward-Looking Statements" below.

Forward-Looking Statements

Statements made in this press release include forward-looking statements within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of
words such as “may,” “will,” “plan,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” “continue,” or
comparable terminology. Such forward-looking statements are inherently subject to certain
risks, trends and uncertainties, many of which the Company cannot predict with accuracy
and some of which the Company might not even anticipate and involve factors that may
cause actual results to differ materially from those projected or suggested. Readers are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements and are advised



to consider the factors listed above together with the additional factors under the heading
“Risk Factors” in the Company's Annual Reports on Form 20-F, as may be supplemented or
amended by the Company's Reports of a Foreign Private Issuer on Form 6-K. The Company
assumes no obligation to update or supplement forward-looking statements that become
untrue because of subsequent events, new information or otherwise. 

For more information, please visit https://www.geniusgroup.net/
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